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Abstract 
 
All industrial units generally rely on electric motors for their production. The 

future world must be fully automated for every process that does not need the 

assistance of physical human presence. Every second of time is significant to 

accomplish the desired automation task. For this, an electrical drive system 

should provide precise performance parameters and speedy recovery from 

any disturbance. An electrical motor with an intelligent speed control 

technique is needed to improve the speed and performance of the motor. 

Electric powered vehicles are genuinely becoming a passion for their 

profitability and conservational freedom. In this paper, an emotional learning 

technique for variable speed drives is discussed. The proposed IBELBIC is 

investigated and it is superior to keep away from internal instability. This 

model is driven by the use of human brain system. BLDC motor is controlled 

by emotional sensible controller which has smooth control and greater 

learning feature. Here, BLDC motor speed control and accordingly the 

performance of the total system is analyzed using MATLAB.  
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1 Introduction 
 
      The rapid and extreme use of motor drives in automotive sector 

particularly hybrid drives, creates an excessive claim for immoderate and 

inexperienced magnetic motor drives. This leads to the beginning of practice 

in Brushless DC automobiles. Brushless DC drives are widely used 

especially for their superior characteristics and overall performance. The 

brushless DC motor that precisely resembles a DC motor, with linear control 

between speed and torque. In addition, the electromagnets no longer 

circulate, the available permanent magnets are rotating but the armature is 

motionless [1-4]. BELBIC was found to be added as a controller constructed 

on the limbic device model of the mammalian brain system. In these days 

BELBIC controller is utilized in drives for various industrial applications. In 

previous investigations, the internal unsteadiness of this controller was not 

taken into account and manipulative actions were carried out within a limited 

period of time. Therefore, an emotional intelligence totally based on 

BELBIC is anticipated to bind the overshoot and decrease the settling time 

[5-8]. However, there is a lack of facts and average performance due to 

internal balance. Different controllers have been developed for PMBLDCM 

to improve its performance by reducing the parameters like steady state error, 

rise time and overshoot. This work is to focus on new controller design to 

mend the performance of the system at various speeds and at different load 

conditions using intelligent techniques.In this article, the mathematical 

depiction of IBELBIC is considered to avoid internal unsteadiness [9]. 

 

2 Literature Survey 
 
       Many researchers have focused to improve the performance parameters 

of the system using contemporary controllers and practices. Due to its 

simplicity in operation, PI controllers are utilized for controlling the BLDC 

drive system. However the PI controllers doesn’t provide shrewd 

performance during disturbance and transient states. The performance 

explorations of Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs) intended for innumerable 

electrical machines like servomotor, BLDC motor and gas-turbines are 

discussed [10-14]. In the recent past, power electronics and electric drive 

systems are driven through Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and 

Biologically-inspired techniques. There have been numerous attempts are 

made to devise the emotional behavior of a human brain. The BELBIC 

method of controlling the electrical drive was  
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implemented and presented to show superior control characteristic, speedy 

response and robustness with respect to transient parameter variations [15-

20]. In this research, an Improved BELBIC (IBELBIC) converter is proposed 

to avoid internal unsteadiness of the system which enhances the whole 

system. 

 

3 Material and Methods 

3.1 Speed Control of BLDC Drive   
 

To maintain the necessary torque and achieve the rotor speed, the applied 

voltage and back-EMF should be balanced. In BLDC motors, the torque 

generated is proportional to the current flowing through the stator windings. 

Therefore, to increase the speed, the current can be increased. Hence, the 

torque is maintained at the same level of load torque by varying the current 

to sustain the desired speed. So in order to change the motor speed, the 

current can be controllable. It is difficult to adjust current directly. However, 

current indirectly can be adjusted by regulating the voltage. Applied voltage 

to BLDC motor is regulated using the pulse width modulation (PWM) 

method. In other words, the magnitude of the voltage applied is attuned by 

inverter with the PWM technique. During an arbitrary vector, the voltage is 

turned on and off at a suitable frequency in a manner that applies proper 

current to each winding. As a result, by adjusting voltage in the stator 

windings, indirectly we can control BLDC motor speed. As mentioned 

before, electrical commutation guarantees the rotor position of the BLDC 

motor, though speed of the motor depends only on the magnitude of voltage 

applied from inverter. Speed controller produces reference voltage to control 

voltage of an inverter. Various speed controllers such as, PI, AWPI, Fuzzy 

gain scheduling, ANFIS, BELBIC and IBELBIC are anticipated in this 

article. Improved BELBIC is an artificial intellectual controller proposed for 

its dual feedback control.  In this research novel controller IBELBIC is 

introduced to control BLDC drive.  
 

 3.2 Mathematical Model 

The model is developed and the voltage of stator winding can then be 

stated as, 

  (1) 

Where       , Ry, Rz – Resistance  

Lx, Ly, Lz – Self-inductance  

Mxy, Myx, Mxz- Mutual inductance  

  Ex, ey, ez- back emf 

Similarly, for other phase equations are derived 

     (2) 
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      (3) 

From this, a model of BLDC motor has been developed. 

For BELBIC controller, 

      (4) 

Feedback is the dissimilarity of output from before and after saturation.  

Feedback gain is denoted as, 

        (5)  

For instance, Ui can just be increased. 

     (6) 

The Model of IBELBIC stated by following equations, 

        (7) 

       (8) 

 (9) 

 
3.3 Proposed Model 
 

 

 
Figure 1 Block Diagram 

 

A Novel Artificial Intellectual method of BELBIC has been acquaint 

with PMBLDC drive to condense speed oscillations instigated by the above 

said methods. BELBIC is anticipated for its twofold feedback system for 

adequate amendment. Its architecture is built on the "Limbic System" of 

human brain which is appropriate for governing the linear and non-linear 

systems.  
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Figure 1 depicts the block diagram of BELBIC controller. Novel artificial 

method of brain Emotional getting to know primarily based smart controller 

has been added in BLDC drive to reduce speed oscillations resulting from the 

above model. In this simulation evaluation, IBELBIC is proposed for speed 

manipulate of BLDC motor. A speed error is fed as an input to sensory unit 

that produces voltage reference. Since it is twofold system it improves speed 

performance.  
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Figure 2 System control configuration 

 

In this analysis, improved BELBIC (IBELBIC) is proposed to augment 

the speed performance and reduce the overshoot. It can be accomplished by 

using IBELBIC, as a result of its twin feedback controller. The configuration 

of IBELBIC controller and the arrangement of its computational model by 

mimicking the mammalian brain is depicted in figure 2. BELBIC consists of 

PI controller as sensory input. Due to the fact that PI controller consists of 

necessary windup trouble it influences in output of BELBIC. It creates 

overshoot in motor speed. It is named as improved BELBIC. It includes 

benefits of BELBIC as well as AWPI controller. Signal of an EC comes to a 

decision the gains to be numerous which decide model output. The output of 

IBELBIC is controlled DC voltage for an inverter.  

 

4 Experimental Results and Discussion 
 

The MATLAB simulation of PMBLDCM drive system with Improved 

BELBIC (IBELBIC) is developed and analysed as shown in figure 3. Even 

though the output of sensory input is tuned excellently by emotional learning, 

there will be an impact of integral windup action. Thus, BELBIC is suffered 

by internal instability. It is overcome by introducing AWPI controller in 
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Figure 3 Simulink Model of IBELBIC based PMBLDC motor drive system 

 

proposed IBELBIC. Dual feedback and integrated AWPI in sensory input 

assures enhanced performance of IBELBIC based drive system. Hence, the 

speed control of PMBLDCM drive system based on emotional learning 

namely, BELBIC and IBELBIC are simulated and results are compared. 

 

 
Figure 4 Simulation model of IBELBIC 

 

A simulation model of IBELBIC is shown in Figure 4. Model output MO 

is the reference voltage (V*) produced by BELBIC. ES is the emotional 

signal named as emotional cue calculated using present speed error, weights, 

and model output. Sign of ES decide the gains to be varied which decide 

model output. The output of BELBIC is a controlled DC voltage for an 

inverter. This  
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closed loop control circuit produces controlled speed with minimum error. 

The PMBLDCM drive performance is investigated in different speeds and at 

various loads. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Controller under no load 

 

Speed response of PMBLDCM drive with BELBIC at no load is shown 

in Figure 5. Peak overshoot is reduced using reference voltage V* produced 

by BELBIC controller. The motor starts up and quickly settles at the certain 

speed with overshoot. The speed drops when the load has increased and 

reaches set speed after the restoration time. During starting with no load the 

oscillation developed. This oscillation occurs up to 0.0145sec at 2000 RPM. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Controller with a load change 
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Speed response with 100% change in load is shown in Figure 6. Motor 

starts at no load and then loaded with 1.2Nm at 0.5 seconds. Whenever load 

surges then the speed gets reduced, which increases the speed error and 

overshoot. BELBIC rises reference voltage V* so as to increase speed of the 

PMBLDCM drive to overcome the speed drop. Speed response clearly shows 

that there is dip in speed during modification in load. 
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 Figure 7 Change in DC voltage with respect to change in load 

 

Figure 7 illustrates the DC bus voltage of PMBLDCM drive using 

IBELBIC converter for the reference speed of 1500 RPM. Initially, from 0 to 

2.5 sec, the voltage is observed to be at 220V. Then, at 2.7 sec, the voltage is 

maintained constant at 250V. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Controller with change in speed and load 
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Speed response of PMBLDCM drive using IBELBIC with an alteration 

in speed and load is presented in Figure 8. When the reference speed reduces, 

the speed error is negative high. To overcome this, V* is reduced by the 

emotional controller. When the reference speed increases, speed error is 

positive high. To overcome this speed error, V* is increased by the emotional 

controller. Response of motor under loaded condition, IBELBIC respond 

faster.  

 

 
 

Figure 9 Speed performance of the BLDC drive System Controller  

 

Comparative analysis of controllers is shown in Figure 9. It is analysed 

with various controllers under no load condition. Simulation results show 

that time taken by the IBELBIC to settle is less compared to all other 

controllers. Under no load condition, over shoot is more for PI controller 

compared to AWPI controller with tracking, and IBELBIC. It shows that 

IBELBIC produces less overshoot compared to all other controllers. Peak 

overshoot of IBELBIC based drive is 0.24%.  This oscillation to IBELBIC 

occurs up to 0.016sec at 1000 RPM.  After amendment in load, the motor 

settle down with a restoration time of 0.015sec.  
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Figure 10 (a)-(g) Performance of the IBELBIC based BLDC drive  

 

      The performance of IBELBIC with various speed and at different loads is 

shown in Figure 10.a through 10.g. The speed gets dip once the load is 

amplified. It increases the error recognized by BELBIC and DC voltage to 

the inverter to increase the speed and attains the set speed after restoration 

time. From the results, the developed system rapidly bring down the actual 

speed close to the reference speed. This speed parameters illustrates that even 

when there is an abrupt change in speed, the controller takes minimum time 

to reach stability. The dip in speed during variation in load and steady state 

error decreases when motor speed increases. Speed drop during a load 

change produces oscillation in the speed performance of PMBLDCM. When 

0.6 Nm load and 1.2 Nm load is applied, torque of the machine gets 

increased with less overshoot. To investigate the speed parameters 

throughout run time. The  
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overall performance of the BLDC power is progressed by IBELBIC.  Drop in 

speed at some point of a change in load is also reduced successfully. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

     The Simulink model of BELBIC and IBELBIC is developed for speed 

control of PMBLDCM and simulated using MATLAB. The simulation 

results are analysed and it is observed that the system performance is 

enhanced by IBELBIC. Stability and saturation problems of BELBIC are 

overwhelmed by sensory input of IBELBIC. So, IBELBIC gets advantages 

of BELBIC as well as AWPI controller. Dual feedback control in IBELBIC 

supports to attain the minimum error. The IBELBIC is better regarding 

stability by the effect of dual loop controller. Here, for the performance 

analysis of IBELBIC for the speed control of PMBLDCM drive is evaluated 

for various load conditions. The controller performance such as stator 

current, torque response, line to line voltage response, DC bus voltage 

response is analysed for various set speed conditions. From this study, it is 

evident that the performance of the IBELBIC based PMBLDCM drive is 

appropriate for variable speed drives to manoeuvre in an extensive range of 

speed and frequent load changing condition. The improved BELBIC is 

carried out for BLDC motor speed control by MATLAB simulation. From 

the consequences of the simulation, it's far clear that system performance is 

stronger by means of IBELBIC controller. For the primary time, controller 

produces the equal response for different speed and load variations. 

Therefore the IBELBIC controller based BLDC motor drive is suitable for 

Variable speed drives and results shows that it is suitable for Electric 

vehicles applications. 
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